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ABSTRACT 

Rapid urbanization and fast industrial growth in last few decades has caused exponential 

expansion of power networks both at sub-transmission and distribution levels. The 

configuration of distribution networks is continuously changing with growth of new load 

centres and direct connection of new distributed energy resources (DER). Direct 

connections of DERs in the distribution systems have both merits and demerits from 

power economics and distribution system operation and control point of view. Operation, 

control and protection of distribution system become very complicated and challenging 

for the protection engineers, when DERs are directly connected with them. The proposed 

research work in this thesis is particularly focussed on the relay coordination issues in the 

distribution system with and without DER. 

A fault in any section of distribution system causes outage of power lines. Protection 

schemes are provided in the distribution systems for quick disconnection of faulty section 

from the remaining healthy portion of power system. Main aim of protection schemes is 

to restrict the fault spread, so that minimum outage of power lines should occur. 

Conventionally distribution lines and feeders are protected by over current relays. Over 

current relays are used in primary as well as in backup protection schemes for the 

distribution networks. However, slow operational speed of over current relays is not a 

desirable feature for their application in primary protection schemes for sub transmission 

systems. In such power systems, distance relays are ideal choice for primary protection 

schemes and over current relay are used in back up protection schemes. 

In interconnected power networks, for each fault location on a line, relays are installed 

at both near end bus and far end bus. The relay which is supposed to clear the fault first is 

known as primary relay. In over current relay coordination studies, failure of one over 

current relay is backed with other over current relays. The relay which is operating when 
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the main relay fails to operate is known as backup relay. In a properly relay coordinated 

scheme, for a fault on the line, the primary relay at either near end bus or far end bus 

should operate before their corresponding backup relays. However, when primary relays 

fails to operate due to any reasons, and then corresponding backup relays should operate 

within a desired time interval to minimize the impact of fault currents on the power 

systems. This thesis, proposes a modified over current relay coordination algorithm, 

which is optimised when lower and upper time limit are put on the coordination time 

interval between the operation of primary relays and backup relays. Moreover, the 

performance of existing over current relay coordination algorithms is also  improved by 

use of artificial intelligence based optimization algorithms for big interconnected 

distribution systems, where conventional optimization algorithm fails to solve the relay 

coordination problems due to their poor convergence rate.  

In practice, depending upon the severity of fault and distance of fault point for the 

relay location, some other over current relays may trip which are not associated with that 

particular fault. This unwanted operation of over current relays is known as sympathetic 

tripping. Sympathetic trippings causes loss of healthy power system lines and adversely 

affects the reliability of the power systems. These types of tripping are challenge for 

proper operation and control of distribution systems. In this thesis, a novel relay 

coordination algorithm is proposed, which is immune to all types of sympathetic tripping. 

Partial clearance of fault from one end in an interconnected distribution system may leads 

to maloperation of over current relays due to redistribution of fault currents during 

transient network topology period. In this thesis, the relay coordination algorithm is 

modified to decrease the chance of existence of transient network topology. This is 

achieved in this thesis by minimizing the operating time gap between the primary relays 

at near end and far end buses within best possible minimum time margin.  
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Injections of DER in distribution system jeopardize the existing protection 

coordination schemes. Impact depends upon number, size, type and location of DER in 

the distribution systems. Moreover, the location of DER in distribution system changes 

the configuration of distribution systems. Generally, the distribution systems are radial in 

nature and over current based protection schemes are set for unidirectional flow of fault 

currents. Injection of DER usually causes meshed configuration of distribution systems 

and on majority of distribution feeders, fault current flows in both directions. Generally 

existing protection coordination schemes are based on unidirectional flow of fault 

currents. Hence, they are unable to provide the adequate protection coordination when 

DER power injected in the distribution systems. 

Each new incoming DER causes change in the existing network topology of 

distribution systems. Requirement of additional direction over current relays depends 

upon the location of new incoming DER in the distribution systems. New combination of 

primary/backup over current relays come into existence due new incoming additional 

directional overcurrent relays in the distribution systems. Therefore, an algorithm is 

developed in this thesis to identify the correct combination of backup relays for each 

primary over current relay when the topology of the network changes due to incoming 

DER. 

Two basic relay coordination techniques are presented in this thesis for restoration of 

relay coordination in distribution systems during DER penetration. One technique is 

based on adaptive protection scheme. In this relay coordination scheme, over current 

relays are identified which are involved in over current relay maloperation due to DER 

connection in the distribution systems. Settings of these relays are re-optimized as per the 

requirement of relay coordination scheme of the distribution system with DER.  In other 

non-adaptive over current relay coordination technique, the impact of DER power in the 
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distribution system is nullified with the help of fault current limiter (FCL) and relay 

setting remains unaltered to their without DER status settings. In order to optimize the 

size of FCL required in non-adaptive relay coordination scheme and number of relay re-

optimization required in adaptive relay coordination scheme, a hybrid protection 

coordination scheme is proposed in this thesis to maintain the overcurrent relay 

coordination in distribution systems with DER injection. The proposed hybrid over 

current relay coordination scheme requires small size of FCL and less number of relay are 

re-optimized as compare to above two mentioned relay coordination schemes.  

Generally, the distribution system operators are not willing to change the relay settings 

for each new incoming DER or any change in network topology. But in reality relays 

required new relay settings whenever the fault level changes in the network. In this thesis, 

an algorithm is proposed which is based on adaptive relaying scheme. In this algorithm, 

all possible network topologies are identified initially and corresponding optimal relay 

settings are obtained and stored in groups. Each group corresponds to a particular network 

topology. In the online phase of proposed relay coordination algorithm, the prevailing 

network topology is identified by monitoring the status of all circuit breakers and prefault 

power flow on the lines. Whenever the network topology changes, the desired relay 

settings group is selected from the initially optimised groups of relay settings and settings 

are transferred to the individual relay. In this way the relay coordination is maintained 

among the over current relays whenever there is any change in the fault levels in the 

networks.  

At the end of the thesis, the contribution form the thesis and future scope of the 

proposed research work is also presented. 
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p Primary Relay 

P/B Primary/Backup Relay Pair 

PCI Protection Coordination Index. 

PSO Particle Swarm Optimization 

PSA Possible Solution Area 

PS Plug Setting 
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q Backup Relay 

RBFNN Radial Basis Function Neural Network  

RES Renewable Energy Resources 

RSM Relative Sequence Matrix 

RST Random Search Technique  

SI Standard Inverse 

SFCL Superconducting Fault Current Limiters  

SFL Shuffled Frog Leaping  

SQP Sequential Quadratic Programming 

SSFCL Solid State Fault Current Limiters  

SSP Set Of Sequential Pairs 

TCC Time-Current Characteristic 

TDS Time Dial Settings 

TLBO Teaching Learning Based Optimization  

VI Very Inverse 

VLSI Very Large Scale Integration 

WTGS Wind-Turbine Generator System  
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